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President's Letter

In this issue, we tender two essays having a bearing on controversial political subjects, 
offering something for every taste.

The first essay, prompted by the Supreme Court's grant of certiorari in an abortion case, is a 
rare effort to assess the effect of abortion on demand not from the perspective of constitutional law, 
morals or religion but as social policy.  Its authors are the Nobel Prize winning economist George 
Akerlof and his wife Janet Yellen, now Secretary of the Treasury. It was originally published in 
1996 in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, the leading American peer-reviewed economics 
journal; the version here is an abbreviated version without footnotes appearing in the same year in 
the Brookings Review.  While Akerlof and Yellen doubted that any further policy change would 
alter its effects, the two-thirds drop in teenage pregnancies following the withdrawal of a certain 18 
year stream of welfare payments by the 1996 welfare reform act might lead them to modify their 
view.

The second essay will greatly appeal to those appalled by my suggestion about the first.  It 
is a "Footnote on Lame Ducks" in H.L. Mencken's Notes on Democracy (1927) with annotations by 
the Bar Library's friend, the Mencken scholar Marion Elizabeth Rodgers. Mencken had a strong 
prejudice against Presidents and presidential candidates who had met with electoral defeat, 
elsewhere suggesting that they should immediately be hurled from the top of the Washington 
Monument and their bones interred in the depths of the Potomac. This prejudice derived from 
Mencken's view of the post-defeat performances of William Jennings Bryan, Theodore Roosevelt 
and Woodrow Wilson, among others.  Whether by coincidence or better reason, the performance of 
defeated Presidents and presidential candidates subsequently improved: Willkie, Stevenson, Carter, 
Gore and Romney acquitted themselves well, while Landon, Truman, Dewey, Goldwater, 
Humphrey, Bush, Sr., Dole, Ford, Dukakis, and McCain avoided disgracing themselves.  The 22nd 
amendment, a wise enactment, spared us any experience of either senility or narcissism from 
Eisenhower, Reagan, Clinton, Bush, Jr. and Obama. But the latest election would have confirmed 
and strengthened Mencken in his faith.

In lieu of the usual judicial opinion, we tender here instead Thomas Jefferson's 
recommended syllabus for those reading law in lieu of attending law school.  This is now permitted 
in only three or four states, but was a method of education that produced the Bar Library's founder, 



Mayor (and later Judge) George William Brown, Presidents Adams, Jefferson, Monroe, Jackson, 
Van Buren, Fillmore, Lincoln, Garfield, Arthur, Cleveland, Wilson and Coolidge and two modern 
Supreme Court justices, Byrnes and Jackson, the latter, probably not by coincidence, the modern 
Court's best prose stylist.  The case method, Dean Acheson once observed, sharpens the mind by 
narrowing it.  The newer casebooks which include snippets rather than full texts, aggravate the 
problem.  A critic of one of the first such cases-text-.problems books to appear observed that if his 
students were to be indoctrinated rather than educated, he preferred to do this himself.  The most 
widely used constitutional law casebook edits the Roe v. Wade opinion by excising its rejection of a 
'bodily integrity' argument and its approving citation of Buck v. Bell and Jacobson v. 
Massachusetts.  In 2013, only 60 of the nation's 84,000 bar admittees read law, but the system of 
reading lists plus a final examination set by external examiners prevails in many foreign countries.  
Whatever its educational blessings, Mr. Jefferson's syllabus involved no federal student loans!

George W. Liebmann

Please Consider A Bar Library Membership

If you are a regular or even occasional reader of the Library's Advance Sheet, you know of 
the inordinate amount of pride that I have in the Library Company of the Baltimore Bar.  From its 
founding in 1840 by the lawyers of Baltimore when the City had no interest and/or ability to 
establish a law library; to its acceptance to membership of Everett J. Waring on April 29, 1886 and 
Etta Haynie Maddox on September 15, 1902, at a time when almost every other similarly situated 
legal institution and association rejected the applications of African-Americans and women; to the 
establishment of the Harry A. Cole, Jr., Self-Help Center; to remaining open each and every day of 



the pandemic, I believe there is much that merits pride and support.  If you would like to recognize 
and show your appreciation and support not just for what it was and what it did, but what it is and 
what it continues to do, I would posit that a most excellent way to do this is through a Bar Library 
membership.  The Library is not just lectures and this Advance Sheet, it is amazing collections (all 
of which loan), extensive Westlaw databases and much more to help you in your daily practice of 
law.  What you need us to be is what we want to be.  Just let us know.

Take care and we look forward to seeing you soon.

           Joe Bennett

Membership ApplicationMembership Application

Library Company of the Baltimore BarLibrary Company of the Baltimore Bar
100 N. Calvert Street
Room 618
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
410-727-0280
jwbennett@barlib.org
www.barlib.org

Date: ______________________

Name: _________________________________________

Firm Name And Address:
_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Telephone: _______________________

E-Mail: __________________________

I was admitted to the Bar of the State of Maryland on: ___________________

If admitted to practice elsewhere (other than Maryland), please give place and date of 
admission:

Place: ____________________ Date: _______________

I am a member in good standing of the State Bar Of Maryland:

YES _____ No _____



Dues are $250.00 for the 2020-2021 membership year (Ending September 30, 2021)

Please make dues check payable to the "Baltimore Bar Library"
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An analysis of out-of-wedlock births in the United StatesAn analysis of out-of-wedlock births in the United States

George A. Akerlof and Janet L. YellenThursday, August 1, 1996

Editor's Note: This Policy Brief was prepared for the Fall 1996 issue of the Brookings 
Review and adapted from "An Analysis of Out-of-Wedlock Childbearing in the United 
States," which appeared in the May 1996 issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics.
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Daniel E. Koshland, Sr. Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Economics - University of 
California, Berkeley

Janet L. Yellen
United States Secretary of the Treasury - United States Department of the Treasury 
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Since 1970, out-of-wedlock birth rates have soared. In 1965, 24 percent of black infants 
and 3.1 percent of white infants were born to single mothers. By 1990 the rates had risen 
to 64 percent for black infants, 18 percent for whites. Every year about one million more 
children are born into fatherless families. If we have learned any policy lesson well over 
the past 25 years, it is that for children living in single-parent homes, the odds of living in 
poverty are great. The policy implications of the increase in out-of-wedlock births are 
staggering.

Searching for an Explanation
Efforts by social scientists to explain the rise in out-of-wedlock births have so far been 
unconvincing, though several theories have a wide popular following. One argument that 
appeals to conservatives is that of Charles Murray, who attributes the increase to overly 
generous federal welfare benefits. But as David Ellwood and Lawrence Summers have 
shown, welfare benefits could not have played a major role in the rise of out-of-wedlock 
births because benefits rose sharply in the 1960s and then fell in the 1970s and 1980s, 
when out-of-wedlock births rose most. A study by Robert Moffitt in 1992 also found that 
welfare benefits can account for only a small fraction of the rise in the out-of-wedlock birth 
ratio.

Liberals have tended to favor the explanation offered by William Julius Wilson. In a 1987 
study, Wilson attributed the increase in out-of-wedlock births to a decline in the 
marriageability of black men due to a shortage of jobs for less educated men. But Robert 
D. Mare and Christopher Winship have estimated that at most 20 percent of the decline in 
marriage rates of blacks between 1960 and 1980 can be explained by decreasing 
employment. And Robert G. Wood has estimated that only 3-4 percent of the decline in 
black marriage rates can be explained by the shrinking of the pool of eligible black men.

Yet another popular explanation is that single parenthood has increased since the late 
1960s because of the change in attitudes toward sexual behavior. But so far social 
scientists have been unable to provide a convincing explanation of exactly how that 
change came about or to estimate in any convincing way its quantitative impact. In recent 
work we have been able to provide both.

The Answer: No More Shotgun Marriages
In the late 1960s and very early 1970s (well before Roe v. Wade in January 1973) many 
major states, including New York and California, liberalized their abortion laws. At about 
the same time it became easier for unmarried people to obtain contraceptives. In July 
1970 the Massachusetts law prohibiting the distribution of contraceptives to unmarried 
people was declared unconstitutional. We have found that this rather sudden increase in 
the availability of both abortion and contraception we call it a reproductive technology 
shock is deeply implicated in the increase in out-of-wedlock births. Although many 
observers expected liberalized abortion and contraception to lead to fewer out-of-wedlock 
births, in fact the opposite happened because of the erosion in the custom of "shotgun 
marriages."

Table 1. America's reproductive technology shock

1965-69 1970-74 1975-79 1980-84



Births (thousands)

Total 3,599 3,370 3,294 3,646

White 2,990 2,760 2,660 2,915

Black 542 583 540 590

Birthrates per 1,000 married women, age 15-44

White 119.4 103.6 93.1 94.5

Black 129.1 110.3 93.3 90.6

Birthrates per 1,000 unmarried women, age 15-44

White 12.7 12.6 13.7 18.9

Black 91.0 94.6 85.5 81.7

Women married, age 15-44 (percent)

White 67.8 65.3 61.6 58.8

Black 55.9 52.9 45.2 39.9

Out-of-wedlock births (thousands)

Total 322 406 515 715

White 144 166 220 355

Black 189 230 280 337

Women age 16 with sexual experience (percent)



White 13.8 23.2 28.1 32.8

Black 35.0 42.3 50.8 49.9

Unmarried women using the pill at first intercourse (percent)

Total 5.7 15.2 13.4 NA

Abortions, unmarried women, age 15-44 (thousands)

Total 88 561 985 1,271

First birth shotgun marriage rate (percent)

White 59.2 55.4 44.7 42.0

Black 24.8 19.5 11.0 11.4

Adoptions (thousands)

Total 158 156 129 142

Ratio of adoptions to births to mothers not married within three years of birth
Total 49.0 38.4 29.0 19.8

George A. Akerlof, Janet L. Yelln, and Michael L. Katz, "An Analysis of Out-of-Wedlock 
Childbearing in the United States," Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1996
Until the early 1970s, shotgun marriage was the norm in premarital sexual relations. The 
custom was succinctly stated by one San Francisco resident in the late 1960s: "If a girl 
gets pregnant you married her. There wasn't no choice. So I married her."

Since 1969, however, shotgun marriage has gradually disappeared (see table 1). For 
whites, in particular, the shotgun marriage rate began its decline at almost the same time 
as the reproductive technology shock. And the disappearance of shotgun marriages has 
contributed heavily to the rise in the out-of-wedlock birth rate for both white and black 
women. In fact, about 75 percent of the increase in the white out-of-wedlock first-birth 
rate, and about 60 percent of the black increase, between 1965 and 1990 is directly 
attributable to the decline in shotgun marriages. If the shotgun marriage rate had 
remained steady from 1965 to 1990, white out-of-wedlock births would have risen only 25 
percent as much as they have. Black out-of-wedlock births would have increased only 40 



percent as much.

What links liberalized contraception and abortion with the declining shotgun marriage 
rate? Before 1970, the stigma of unwed motherhood was so great that few women were 
willing to bear children outside of marriage. The only circumstance that would cause 
women to engage in sexual activity was a promise of marriage in the event of pregnancy. 
Men were willing to make (and keep) that promise for they knew that in leaving one 
woman they would be unlikely to find another who would not make the same demand. 
Even women who would be willing to bear children out-of-wedlock could demand a 
promise of marriage in the event of pregnancy.

The increased availability of contraception and abortion made shotgun weddings a thing of 
the past. Women who were willing to get an abortion or who reliably used contraception 
no longer found it necessary to condition sexual relations on a promise of marriage in the 
event of pregnancy. But women who wanted children, who did not want an abortion for 
moral or religious reasons, or who were unreliable in their use of contraception found 
themselves pressured to participate in premarital sexual relations without being able to 
exact a promise of marriage in case of pregnancy. These women feared, correctly, that if 
they refused sexual relations, they would risk losing their partners. Sexual activity without 
commitment was increasingly expected in premarital relationships.

If we have learned any policy lesson well over the past 25 years, it is that for children 
living in single-parent homes, the odds of living in poverty are great. The policy 
implications of the increase in out-of-wedlock births are staggering.

Advances in reproductive technology eroded the custom of shotgun marriage in another 
way. Before the sexual revolution, women had less freedom, but men were expected to 
assume responsibility for their welfare. Today women are more free to choose, but men 
have afforded themselves the comparable option. "If she is not willing to have an abortion 
or use contraception," the man can reason, "why should I sacrifice myself to get married?" 
By making the birth of the child the physical choice of the mother, the sexual revolution 
has made marriage and child support a social choice of the father.

Many men have changed their attitudes regarding the responsibility for unplanned 
pregnancies. As one contributor to the Internet wrote recently to the Dads' Rights 
Newsgroup, "Since the decision to have the child is solely up to the mother, I don't see 
how both parents have responsibility to that child." That attitude, of course, makes it far 
less likely that the man will offer marriage as a solution to a couple's pregnancy quandary, 
leaving the mother either to raise the child or to give it up for adoption.

Before the 1970s, unmarried mothers kept few of their babies. Today they put only a few 
up for adoption because the stigma of unwed motherhood has declined. The 
transformation in attitudes was captured by the New York Times in 1993: "In the old days' 
of the 1960s, '50s, and '40s, pregnant teenagers were pariahs, banished from schools, 
ostracized by their peers or scurried out of town to give birth in secret." Today they are 
"supported and embraced in their decision to give birth, keep their babies, continue their 
education, and participate in school activities." Since out-of-wedlock childbearing no 
longer results in social ostracism, literally and figuratively, shotgun marriage no longer 
occurs at the point of the shotgun.



The Theory and the Facts
The preceding discussion explains why the increased availability of abortion and 
contraception what we shall call the reproductive technology shock could have increased 
the out-of-wedlock birth rate. How well do the data fit the theory?

In 1970 there were about 400,000 out-of-wedlock births out of 3.7 million total births. In 
1990 there were 1.2 million out-of-wedlock births out of 4 million total. From the late 
1960s to the late 1980s, the number of births per unmarried woman roughly doubled for 
whites, but fell by 5-10 percent for blacks. The fraction of unmarried women rose about 30 
percent for whites, about 40 percent for blacks. The fertility rates for married women of 
both races declined rapidly (also, of course, contributing to the rise in the out-of-wedlock 
birth ratio).

If the increased abortions and use of contraceptives caused the rise in out-of-wedlock 
births, the increase would have to have been very large relative to the number of those 
births and to the number of unmarried women. And as table 1 shows, that was indeed the 
case. The use of birth control pills at first intercourse by unmarried women jumped from 6 
percent to 15 percent in just a few years, a change that suggests that a much larger 
fraction of all sexually active unmarried women began using the pill. The number of 
abortions to unmarried women grew from roughly 100,000 a year in the late 1960s 
(compared with some 322,000 out-of-wedlock births) to more than 1.2 million (compared 
with 715,000 out-of-wedlock births) in the early 1980s. Thus the data do support the 
theory.

Indeed, the technology shock theory explains not only the increase in the out-of-wedlock 
birth rate, but also related changes in family structure and sexual practice, such as the 
sharp decline in the number of children put up for adoption. The peak year for adoptions 
in the United States was 1970, the year of the technology shock. In the five years 
following the shock the number of agency adoptions was halved from 86,000 to 43,000. In 
1969, mothers of out-of-wedlock children who had not married after three years kept only 
28 percent of those children. In 1984, that rate was 56 percent; by the late 1980s it was 66 
percent.

Unlike the other statistics we have mentioned, the shotgun marriage rate itself underwent 
only gradual change following the early 1970s. Why did it not change as dramatically as 
the others? For two reasons. The first is that shotgun marriage was an accepted social 
convention and, as such, it changed slowly. It took time for men to recognize that they did 
not have to promise marriage in the event of a pregnancy in exchange for sexual 
relations. It may also have taken time for women to perceive the increased willingness of 
men to leave them if they demanded marriage. As new expectations formed, social norms 
readjusted, and the shotgun marriage rate began its long decline.

In addition, the decreasing stigma of out-of-wedlock childbirth reinforced the technology-
driven causes for the decline in shotgun marriage and increased retention of out-of-
wedlock children. With premarital sex the rule, rather than the exception, an out-of-
wedlock childbirth gradually ceased to be a sign that society's sexual taboos had been 
violated. The reduction in stigma also helps explain why women who would once have put 



their baby up for adoption chose to keep it instead.

One final puzzle requires explanation. The black shotgun marriage ratio began to fall 
earlier than the white ratio and shows no significant change in trend around 1970. How do 
we account for that apparent anomaly? Here federal welfare benefits may play a role. For 
women whose earnings are so low that they are potentially eligible for welfare, an 
increase in welfare benefits has the same effect on out-of-wedlock births as a decline in 
the stigma to bearing a child out-of-wedlock. The difference in welfare eligibility between 
whites and blacks and the patterns of change in benefits rising in the 1960s and falling 
thereafter may then explain why the decline in the black shotgun marriage ratio began 
earlier than that for whites. Because blacks on average have lower incomes than whites, 
they are more affected by changes in welfare benefits. As a result, the rise in welfare 
benefits in the 1960s may have had only a small impact on the white shotgun rate but 
resulted in a significant decrease in the black shotgun marriage rate.

Policy Considerations
Although doubt will always remain about the ultimate cause for something as diffuse as a 
change in social custom, the technology shock theory does fit the facts. The new 
reproductive technology was adopted quickly and on a massive scale. It is therefore 
plausible that it could have accounted for a comparably large change in marital and fertility 
patterns. The timing of the changes also seems, at least crudely, to fit the theory.

Attempts to turn the technological clock backwards by denying women access to abortion 
and contraception are probably not possible. Even if such attempts were possible, they 
would now be counterproductive. In addition to reducing the well-being of women who use 
the technology, such measures would lead to yet greater poverty. With sexual abstinence 
rare and the stigma of out-of-wedlock motherhood small, denying women access to 
abortion and contraception would only increase the number of children born out-of-
wedlock and reared in impoverished single-parent families. Most children born out-of-
wedlock are reported by their mothers to have been "wanted" but "not at that time." Some 
are reported as not wanted at all. Easier access to birth control information and devices, 
before sexual participation, and easier access to abortion, in the event of pregnancy, 
could reduce both the number of unwanted children and improve the timing of those 
whose mothers would have preferred to wait. Because of mothers' ambivalence toward 
out-of-wedlock pregnancies, greater availability of these options has considerable promise 
for reducing the number of out-of-wedlock births.

Most important, our analysis of the changes in out-of-wedlock birth suggests that a return 
to the old system of shotgun marriage will not be brought about by significant reductions in 
welfare benefits, and possibly not even by very large reductions. With sexual activity 
taking place early in relationships and with little social stigma enforcing the norm of 
shotgun marriage, fathers no longer have strong extrinsic reasons for marriage. Cuts in 
welfare therefore have little effect on the number of out-of-wedlock births, while reducing 
dollar-for-dollar the income of the poorest segment of the population. The initial goal of 
the welfare program was to see that the children in unfortunate families were adequately 
supported. The support of poor children not the alteration of the behavior of potential 
mothers should remain the major policy goal of welfare in the United States. This level of 
support must be tempered by equity between those who collect welfare and do not work 



and those who do work and also are paying taxes that, at least in part, go to pay for the 
less fortunate. In this regard a generous Earned Income Tax Credit serves two roles. Not 
only does it reward those who work, but by increasing the differential between the working 
poor and the nonworking poor, it allows greater benefits equitably to be paid to 
nonworking mothers.

This children-oriented approach to welfare should also inform the requirements of welfare. 
It only makes sense to cut mothers off welfare after two years, for example, if jobs and 
child care are available so that mothers can support their families and their children can 
receive adequate child care. It should be remembered that the proper care and 
nourishment of children should be the first goal of our society.

It has been suggested that measures should be taken to make fathers pay for the support 
of their out-of-wedlock children. While probably difficult to enforce, such measures give 
the correct incentives. They will make men pause before fathering such children and they 
will at least slightly change the terms between fathers and mothers. Such measures 
deserve serious consideration.































All Aboard

In the November 27, 2020 issue of the Advance Sheet, we featured the first chapter from 
The Prisoner At The Bar (1907), written by Arthur Cheney Train, who was at the time an Assistant 
District Attorney in New York City.  The chapter was entitled "What Is Crime?"  In the last issue 
we featured the second chapter from the same work "Who Are The Real Criminals?"  Now, for 
your information and entertainment, "The Arrest."    

Arthur Cheney Train was born in Boston in 1875.  He was a lawyer and writer of legal 
thrillers, perhaps best known for his creation of the fictional lawyer Mr. Ephain Tutt. Tutt was 
featured in a dozen or so novels and roughly twice that many articles in the "Saturday Evening 
Post."  Train wrote both fiction and non-fiction.  We thought that you might find it interesting to 
hear the musings on the subject of the original John Grisham of his times.  We hope you enjoy.  
Please let us know what you think about this or any other material in the Advance Sheet.
























